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Strategy

Performance  (net of fees)

Quoniam Euribor 3M

1 month 0.10% -0.04%

ytd -1.36%

1 year p.a. -1.66%

3 years p.a. 0.14%

5 years p.a. 0.85%

Since inception p.a. 1.31% 0.14%

Inception date (Mutual fund) 04/2010

Reduction of volatility vs.: Barclays 47%

Capital Global Aggregate Corporate

(EUR hedged)

The Low Volatility Anomaly demonstrates that less risk

doesn’t always mean less return. Our MinRisk strategy

exploits this. The risk budget is allocated evenly, thus

avoiding concentration risk for sectors and issuers.

The MinRisk portfolio is constructed independent of an

index, making it fundamentally different in its

characteristics. We consider the risk contribution 

of sectors and issuers equally; typical index pitfalls

(e.g. rewarding highly indebted issuers or sectors) 

are avoided.

The focus is on issuers with a particularly advantageous

risk/return profile. High-risk and expensive investments

are excluded. Alpha forecasts are included in the final

phase of security selection to create additional value.

With this approach, we are able to reduce volatility and

duration by up to 30–50% – a significant advantage in

times of ultra-low interest rates. As a result, we produce

an attractive risk/return profile and maximise the

Sharpe Ratio, defining our MinRisk strategy as a true

alternative to traditional approaches.

The investment universe comprises 13,500 corporate

bonds worldwide.

1
 Time period

– made in Germany."

1
 Inception date for the EUR Class (I Shares) is 28

th
 November 2014. The information shown prior to the inception

  date is based on the historical performance of the sub-fund incepted on 12
th
 April 2010 (ISIN: LU0489951441).

"Quoniam is an engineering-driven investment boutique and a pioneer in quantitative asset management  
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Quoniam Funds Selection SICAV

Global Credit MinRisk 
Fund currency: EUR

ISIN: LU1120174708

Figures as of 31/07/18

1) Better risk-return ratio through use of a risk-parity method  in the 

allocation of sector/issuer weights

2) Further increase of the sharpe ratio through the selection of 

higher-rated securities and an optimal allocation of the risk budget.
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Quoniam Funds Selection SICAV

Global Credit MinRisk

Sector Allocation Country Allocation

Portfolio Characteristics

Quoniam Quoniam

Fund size in EUR 492.2 m ModDuration 2.41

No. of Issuers 224 Maturity 4.03

Volatility 1.90 Yield 0.93

Tracking Error - Credit Spread 0.84

Information Ratio - Coupon 2.66

Sharpe Ratio 0.61 Rating Baa1

Fund information

Inception date (I shares) Value date

WKN A12C7F Custodian bank DZ Privatbank S.A.

Bloomberg QEFMREI LX Flat fee

Fund currency EUR (hedged) Managment fee 0.25% p.a.

Appropriation of earnings Distributing Performance fee N/A

Registration in DE, LU, AT, GB, CH, SE, 

NO, DK, FI, FR

1
 Portfolio Characteristics

Key factsKey facts

Portfolio Characteristics

28
th
 November 2014 T+3 (Forward Pricing)
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The use of investment services as well as investments in financial instruments are conjoint with

risks. For more information and guidance on opportunities and risks, please visit

www.quoniam.com/riskstatement.

This document was produced by Quoniam Asset Management GmbH (hereafter “Quoniam”)

using reasonable care and to the best of our knowledge and belief. It is provided for

information purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the recipient. The opinions, appraisals

and information expressed in this document are those of Quoniam or derived from publicly

available sources at the time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice.

However, Quoniam provides no guarantee with regard to its content, completeness and

topicality.

This document is expressly not intended for use by retail clients within the meaning of

article 4 (1) (11) of Directive 2014/65/EU (MiFID II). Excluding documents compiled for

investment committee meetings or those compiled in order to fulfil contractual obligations (e.g.

reporting), this document qualifies as marketing material that has been published for

advertising purposes only. We hereby expressly note, that the information provided do not

constitute a statement of assets in accordance with applicable investment law. Consequently,

we advise the recipient to turn themselves to the respective investment company.

For more detailed information, in particular a description of the mentioned funds’ risks and

rewards, please refer to the prospectus, the key investor information document and the most

recently published annual and semi-annual report. These publications are available upon

request and free of charge from the German payment and information agents, DZ BANK AG

(Frankfurt/Main). The aforementioned documents constitute the sole binding basis for the

purchase of fund units.

The information contained herein does not consider any personal and financial circumstances of

the recipient. Therefore it does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell

financial instruments or banking services. Neither historical nor future performance simulations

and financial market scenarios are a guarantee for current or future performance. We advise

the recipient to seek investment advice in order to ensure that information provided is in line

with their own circumstances.This document has not been prepared in accordance with legal

requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Further, it is not

subject to any prohibition on dealings ahead of the dissemination of investment research. As a

consequence information and opinions herein must not be read as independent investment

research.

This document shall not be reproduced or passed on to third parties either in part or in full

without the written permission of Quoniam. Quoniam is authorised and supervised by the

Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht) and is

subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority. Details about the extent of our

regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available upon request.

Quoniam processes your personal data including name, gender, postal address, e-mail address,

phone number and job title within our business correspondence based on article 6 paragraph 1

lit. b) and f) GDPR. Controller in terms of article 4 number 7 GDPR is Quoniam Asset

Management GmbH, Westhafenplatz 1, 60327 Frankfurt am Main. For further information

please read the data privacy section in our legal notices. You do not want to receive further

information from Quoniam? Please send an e-Mail to dataprotection@quoniam.com.

2018 © Quoniam Asset Management GmbH. All rights reserved.

The use of investment services as well as investments in financial instruments are conjoint with risks. For more 

information and guidance on opportunities and risks, please visit www.quoniam.com/risikohinweis

Disclaimer
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